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Lingzhi is at the present a part of American

medical formula including other ones in Europe.
It is an alternative medicine to cure against cancers,
high blood pressure and high blood fat. It contains
both organic Germanium and Beta glucan including
252 types of Photochemistry. Lingzhi is globally
accepted as an amazing mushroom even the
Japanese ministry of Public Health permitted it
as an alternative medicine for a cancer.
An important substance found in Lingzhi
mushroom is Organic Germanium, whose quality
is to encourage the work of the large white blood
cells wakening the all-side immune system, adding
the oxygen in the cells, making the body produce
Grammar Interferon (IFN-g), the protein the body
used to eliminate cancer cells, and reducing any
side effects from a chemical therapy or the irradiation.
It also produces the nonspecific immune system
including working against viruses especially AIDS.
In short, Lingzhi mushroom is the best for the patients
suffering from cancers or AIDS.
Shiitake mushroom (Hed Hom) it contains
a lot of Amino acid and many vitamins including
several natural minerals, Extract 1,3. Beta glucan from
Shiitake mushroom is good at stopping several viruses’

division, including HIV and Herpes zoster. It also has
Lentinan, which is good for curing a tumor and lowering
cholesterol as well as high blood pressure. When given
Lentinan with a chemical therapy, the body’s cells
will not be destroyed.
Shiitake mushroom can also stimulate Interferon to
stop several viruses’ division including HIV. There is
a research to report a patient with the last stage
of Stomach cancer, Colon cancer and Breast cancer
when given Lentinan will live longer.
Mitake mushroom the king of mushroom,
is very best for preventing high blood pressure and
cancers, strengthening the immune system, cleaning
the poison in the liver and the lung. Mitake mushroom
has the power to stop a tumor, reducing Cholesterol
and Triglyceride.
Beta glucan a polysaccharide, found in
Lingzhi mushroom. Shiitake and Mitake mushroom
are good at stimulating the immune system and
very effective against cancers. It also stimulates
the large macrophage to get rid of foreign substances
and help release several Cytokines as the immune
substances to fight against Bacteria, Viruses, AIDS,
Herpes zoster and etc.
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